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Epitope mapping experiment using deletion mutants revealed that A5201A

recognizes multiple regions in NCT, implicating that a mode of recognition

of A5201A is conformation-dependent manner. Next we generated a scFv

based on the variable region of A5201A. Intriguingly, the overexpression

of A5201A-based scFv as an intrabody in mammalian cells suppressed

the g-secretase activity. Biochemical analyses revealed that the scFv dis-

rupted the proper folding and the appropriate glycosyl maturation of

NCT, which are required for the stability of the g-secretase complex and

the intrinsic proteolytic activity, respectively. Conclusions: These results

provide compelling evidence that the extracellular domain of NCT can

be a therapeutic target for Alzheimer’s disease through suppression of

Ab generation.
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Background: One of the histopathological hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease

(AD) is the presence in the brain of AD patients of amyloid plaques resulting

from the accumulation and the deposition of the amyloid peptide (Ab). Ab

derives from the clivage of the transmembrane amyloid precursor protein

(APP) by two enzymes, the b- (Bace1) and g- secretases. Recent converging

data point to an important role of cholesterol in AD pathogenesis both in vivo

and in vitro. Since both APP and the secretases are transmembrane proteins

and cholesterol is enriched in membrane microdomains called lipid rafts, we

investigated the effect of modifying the membrane cholesterol concentration

on the lipid rafts-partitionning of APP using both biochemical and biophys-

ical techniques. Methods: Detergent-resistant membrane fractions (DRMs)

were isolated by ultracentrifugation and analysed by western blotting using

specific antibodies directed against APP, Bace1 and flotillin. Diffusion coef-

ficients of APP-YFP, transferrin-Alexa555 and cholera toxin-Alexa 488

were measured using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS). Mem-

brane cholesterol was modulated in HEK cell lines and in embryonic rat hip-

pocampal neurons using either MbCD or a MbCD-cholesterol complex.

Results: Using biochemical techniques, we showed that when cholesterol

concentration at the plasma membrane is increased, APP concentrates in

DRMs and that this leads to an increased Ab production. Additionnally,

our FCS results indicate that changes in membrane cholesterol concentration

have no effect on the lipid rafts-partitionning of transferrin-Alexa 555,

a marker of disordered (non-raft) phase, and cholera toxin-Alexa 488,

a marker of ordered (raft) phase. However, the partitionning of APP-YFP

is strongly influenced by cholesterol concentration. More cholesterol in-

creases the proportion of APP located in the ordered (raft) phase while less

cholesterol increases the part of APP located in the disordered (non-raft)

phase. Conclusions: Here we show for the first time in live cells the impact

of a change in cholesterol on the rafts-partitionning of APP, providing new

insight into a possible link between concentration in lipid rafts and increased

endocytosis. Similar studies concerning the b-secretase Bace1 are currently

underway.
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Background: The accumulation of amyloid beta (Ab) peptides and b-amy-

loid plaques are central events in the development of Alzheimer’s disease

(AD). Ab is produced by proteolysis of the amyloid precursor protein
(APP). Trafficking and maturation of APP and its processing enzymes re-

quire proper functioning of the Golgi apparatus, a highly organized, stacked

structure in the cell that plays a central role in protein trafficking, process-

ing and maturation. It has been observed that the Golgi structure is frag-

mented abnormally in neurons from AD patients. However, the

mechanisms underlying Golgi fragmentation and the consequences for

APP trafficking and Ab production are poorly understood. Methods: Us-

ing cell biological and biochemical methods we established for studying

Golgi biogenesis, we sought to define Golgi defects in AD and determine

the relationship between APP processing and Golgi perturbation. We used

AD tissue culture (e.g. CHO cells) and transgenic mouse models in which

both APPswe (APP ‘‘Swedish’’ mutation) and PS1DE9 (presenilin 1 with

exon 9 deleted) are expressed. Results: APP expression and Ab accumu-

lation were shown to induce Golgi fragmentation in both tissue culture and

transgenic mouse models. Golgi fragmentation in turn was found to accel-

erate intracellular protein trafficking and alter glycosylation of cell surface

membrane proteins. Fragmentation of the Golgi is mediated via phosphor-

ylation of specific Golgi structural proteins (e.g. GRASP65) by kinases

whose activity increases when Ab accumulates. Taking advantage of

new insights into the molecular regulation of Golgi integrity, we further

demonstrate that Golgi structure can be rescued either by kinase inhibitors

(e.g. roscovitine) or by overexpression of non-regulatable Golgi structural

proteins (e.g. GRASP65). Ongoing studies will test whether the principal

kinase inhibited by roscovitine is cdk5 and whether rescue of Golgi struc-

ture in the tissue culture model reduces Ab production. Conclusions: Our

results support a model of AD pathogenesis in which Ab accumulation per-

turbs Golgi function, which in turn further augments Ab production in the

late secertory pathway. As rescue of the Golgi structure may reduce Ab

production and slow the amyloid cascade, the current results suggest poten-

tial novel therapeutic strategies in Alzheimer’s disease.
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Background: The prevailing view of AD is that the Ab peptide causes tox-

icity through chemical and physical mechanisms, such as metal binding,

ROS production, and membrane damage. Our data suggest an alternative

view of AD as an imbalance in physiological signaling mediated by APP:

in this model, Ab functions physiologically as an anti-trophin, competing

with trophic ligands for APP. Ab binding to APP induces the formation of

a peptide, APP-C31, mediating neurite retraction and cell death (Nat Med

6:397). Thus preventing APP-C31 in transgenic mice renders them resistant

to AD (PNAS 103:7130). Competing with Ab is a novel APP ligand, netrin-

1, which mediates neurite extension through APP. The intracellular domain

of APP (AICD) interacts with several adaptor proteins, including Fe65,

Mint1/X11 and JIP1. Interestingly, AICD, Fe65 and Tip60 form a transcrip-

tionally active triple protein complex (Science 293:115). Methods: TAIS,

Co-IP, Confocal Microscopy, Gal4 transactivation assay. Results: In an ef-

fort to identify novel mediators of APP signaling, we employed target-assis-

ted iterative screening (TAIS) and identified 40 novel proteins that

potentially associate with APP through the PDZ domains of Mint1/X11. Sur-

prisingly, 14 turned out to be transcriptional regulators. We first focused on

two of these, TAZ and YAP. TAZ was found to co-IP with both Mint1 and

Mint3. In the presence of Mint1 or Mint3, TAZ was also found to co-IP with

APP. In confocal microscopy colocalization studies, TAZ and YAP colocal-

ized with both Mint1 and Mint3. While Mint3 did not significantly affect the

nuclear and cytoplasmic distribution of TAZ and YAP, co-expression of

Mint1 relocated TAZ and YAP to cytoplasm, excluding them from the nu-

cleus. In APP-Gal4 transactivation assays, TAZ and YAP induced potent

transactivation in the presence of Mint3, while co-expression of Mint1 or

treatment with the g-secretase inhibitor DAPT abolished this effect. In

Mint3-Gal4 transactivation assays, TAZ and YAP induced potent transacti-

vation. This effect was reduced by co-expression of APP and further
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